SYSTEMS FOR PANEL HEATING & COOLING
Orange is the new red: Quick. Cost-effective. Secure.

QUICK. COST-EFFECTIVE. SECURE.

Always the perfect solution for bespoke installation needs
RAUTHERM SPEED hook-and-loop system
The fast one-man system

Up to

30 %

faster
installation*

RAUTHERM SPEED with Varionova studded panel
The ultimate in efficiency and safety

Up to

20 %

faster installation*

RAUTHERM SPEED with tacker panel
The classic solution for project-based work

Up to

20 %

faster
installation*
*Compared to conventional systems.
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REHAU – Your first choice for panel heating.
You too can benefit from our perfectly coordinated solutions.
From installation systems and pipes to distribution and control
technology.
New: RAUTHERM SPEED – The panel heating pipe
Flexible, quick to lay and with uncompromising quality.
From family homes to major projects,
Not only do we provide specially tailored systems for residential
construction but also a wide range of special applications for
commercial use.
We are here to help with a comprehensive selection of services, such
as planning support, practical software solutions or industry-specific
seminars.
Regardless of which system you choose, all components can be
installed quickly and easily and give you the utmost in safety and high
quality.
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THE FAST ONE-MAN SYSTEM

Ultimate efficiency for single or multi-family dwellings
The RAUTHERM SPEED hook-and-loop system brings a new dimension to
installing panel heating. The best part: connecting the hook-and-loop pipe
to the 3mm flat hook-and-loop mat gives you the perfect solution for your construction project, with clear job separation. RAUTHERM SPEED hook-and-loop
system – fix and you’re done!

Increase
efficiency

Go from building

not just two but three
detached houses
per week.

+

Up to

30 %

faster
installation
Finished in record time:
up to 30% shorter installation
time compared to conventional
laying systems. Adhering the mat
directly and fixing the pipe is
easy and doesn’t involve a huge
amount of effort. Corrections are
very easy to perform.
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Up to

Tool-free,

larger grip surface
for a secure hold

installation

6%

Strong and secure grip:
the larger adhesive surface
gives you better pipe grip and
enables precise laying.
Its resistance to dirt makes this
possible even under challenging conditions.

one-man

Quick and easy:
the RAUTHERM SPEED
hook-and-loop pipe can usually
be laid and secured without the
need for tools. For installers, this
makes work quicker and easier
and less strain placed on your
back.

R AUTHERM SPEED HOOK-AND-LOOP SYSTEM

One-man
installation

Up to 30%
faster

Up to 6%
larger grip surface

RAUTHERM SPEED SUBSTRATE

New and exclusive: 3 mm flat hook-and-loop mat for secure separation of jobs
Simply roll out the RAUTHERM SPEED plus onto the insulation installed on-site and use the self-adhesive
backing to fix it to the substrate in one easy step. You are now ready to lay the pipe. With a thickness of
just 3mm, the hook-and-loop mat offers an impressive 90% reduction in volume for ease of storage and
transportation.

90 %
s m a ll e r
v o lume

RAUTHERM SPEED plus
Benefits:
- Can be used on a range of
insulations and
underfloors
- No need for additional
adhesive on the panel edges
- Clear separation of jobs
- Self-adhesive backing
enables fast
positioning
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In a roll for large
spaces

In panels for
small spaces

We also have available: RAUTHERM SPEED hook-and-loop panel with insulation.
The RAUTHERM SPEED hook-and-loop panel is a polystyrene panel coated with a hook-and-loop fleece
that allows pipes to be attached without the need for tools. The ideal thermal and impact sound insulation
properties are fully retained, since no additional attachments are perforating the insulation layer.

R AUTHERM SPEED HOOK-AND-LOOP SYSTEM

RAUTHERM SPEED HOOK-AND-LOOP PIPE
One step ahead

Up to 30%
more flexible

Up to 6%
larger grip surface

The new flexible layer construction makes it possible:
the RAUTHERM SPEED K pipe is up to 30% more flexible compared
to conventional panel heating pipes, making installation easier. The
combination of materials is specially developed for use in panel
heating and cooling. The hook-and-loop tape is wound tightly to
increase the grip surface by up to 6%.
This enables precise laying whilst increasing pipe grip - thanks to dirt

resistance, this is possible even under challenging conditions.
It goes without saying that proven benefits such as processability
down to -10° C, resistance to stress cracking and residual length
utilisation with compression sleeve technology are all features of
RAUTHERM SPEED K.
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PERFECT EFFICIENCY AND SAFETY

Quick and secure for high-quality residential and commercial construction
RAUTHERM SPEED with Varionova studded panel – The click-in solution for
use in panel heating and cooling systems! The RAUTHERM S pipe, tried and
tested over years of practice has now been modified and enhanced with a new
layer construction in line with application requirements. The newly designed
material composition features a new surface for the ultimate in friction properties, making it easier to snap into place. The highly robust and impact-resistant
PE-Xa layer construction also features pressure resistance and oxygen impermeability (as per DIN EN ISO 15875 and DIN 4726).

Clicks perfectly in place

Perfectly
coordinated

Quick installation
Tread-resistant grip

Up to

20 %

faster
installation
Glides perfectly:
The outstanding friction
properties of the new pipe
surface and the perfect geometry
between pipe and panel ensures
the pipe clicks easily into place
without much effort. Therefore,
reducing installation time by up
to 20% compared to conventional panel heating pipes.
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Tool-free,

Tread

installation

robust

one-man

Quick and easy:
The RAUTHERM SPEED pipe can
be laid and secured without the
need for tools. For installers, this
makes work quicker and easier
and less strain placed on your
back.

resistant
High tread safety
The pipe vanishes completely in
the studded panel. This results in
high accessibility, ensuring
excellent tread safety for
subsequent work. The robust
studs prevent damage to the
pipe.

R AUTHERM SPEED WITH VARIONOVA STUDDED PANEL

One-man
installation

Up to 20 %
faster

Tread resistant
and robust

VARIONOVA STUDDED PANEL

Perfectly coordinated for the most varied of requirements
The Varionova studded panel ensures secure fixing of the RAUTHERM SPEED pipes. The system enables
a single person to lay pipes without the need for tools. Other benefits include a clean installation profile and
minimised tripping hazard. The robust studs let you walk freely on the surface. This is particularly valuable
when there are many subsequent jobs to be done.
The studded panel is a tried-andtested, high-quality installation
system that is available with or
without insulation.
The smooth surface allows pipes
to snap easily into place whilst
keeping them securely where
they are.
The lagging on the underside
features outstanding thermal and
impact sound insulation
properties.

Lay quickly – walk safely

Benefits:
- Perfectly suited to one-man installation
- Pipes are completely secure even in pipe return areas
- Highly robust studs make panels very safe to walk on
- No perforation of the insulation layer
- Excellent tread protection prior to applying the screed
- Easy panel connection without intensive
edge adhesion.
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R AUTHERM SPEED WITH VARIONOVA STUDDED PANEL

RAUTHERM SPEED
The new pipe generation

Proven
PE-Xa quality

Up to 30% more
flexible

The new, more flexible layer construction makes it possible:
The RAUTHERM SPEED pipe is up to 30% more flexible compared to
conventional panel heating pipes, making installation easier. The
combination of materials is specially developed for use in panel
heating and cooling.

It goes without saying that proven benefits such as processability
down to -10° C, resistance to stress cracking and residual length
utilisation with compression sleeve technology are all features of
RAUTHERM SPEED.
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THE CLASSIC SOLUTION FOR PROJECT-BASED WORK
Proven for cost-optimisation of larger jobs

RAUTHERM SPEED with tacker panel – Cost-efficient on large
surfaces. When combined with the tacker panel, the RAUTHERM SPEED pipe
forms a flexible system for cost-efficient installation over large surfaces. The
high-quality tacker panels combine thermal and impact sound insulation as well
as pipe fixing in one single component. The stapling tool is specially adapted
for the requirements of a construction site to ensure quick installation.

Perfect grip

Secure hold
Robust staple

8 kg

Professional
tool

Smooth operation: Highly
robust staples, together with a
professional quality stapling tool,
guarantee the utmost in
processability. This makes
jammed or broken staples a thing
of the past.
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Up to

30 %

more flexible
New layer construction for
greater flexibility: RAUTHERM
SPEED pipes are up to 30%
more flexible compared to
conventional panel heating pipes,
without compromising on quality.
This makes for faster installation
times.

Secure

hold

Securely grounded: the pipes
that are laid are fixed securely to
the panel using special staples.
This particular combination of
staple and staple panel results in
excellent resistance to being
pulled out - at up to 8 kg vertical
tractive force.

R AUTHERM SPEED WITH TACKER PANEL

Up to 30% more
flexible

PE-Xa:
Proven quality

Secured against
being pulled out

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Individual room control for the perfect temperature
The innovative NEA room temperature controllers enable convenient and reliable adjustment to find the most comfortable temperature. They are fitted with
a range of practical features that make precise adjustment of settings and the
choice of various time programmes really simple. The new NEA Smart lets users do this remotely, enabling up-to-date control and maintenance via a smart
phone or tablet wherever the user happens to be.

Mobile access

via
the internet

NEA Smart room controller –
The smart way to control temperature
Whether it’s for a new-build or renovation project,
the innovative NEA Smart room controller enables
mobile access via the internet. The intuitive dial
ensures simple and precise control.

NEA room controller – Attractive design,
convenient operation
The NEA room controller helps control the room
temperature via panel heating systems. It boasts an
attractive design, straightforward installation,
simple operation and a range of practical features.

Occupy

20 %

markets

energy
saving

growth
Mobile internet has already
become a constant companion
in our everyday lives. By the
year 2020,approximately 25
billion devices with internet
access will be connected. Over
50% of these will be connected
from the consumer sector. The
NEA Smart control system is
ready for this growing future.

Modern and intelligent:
highly precise electronic control
effectively prevents oversupply.
Energy savings of up to € 320
per year*.

Dirt-

free

installation
NEA Smart: all clean.
Quick installation thanks to
wireless technology, the NEA
Smart helps you avoid intensive
building and plastering, even in
difficult-to-access areas.

* Measured against average annual heating oil consumption, not including water heating, of an unrenovated 160 m2 single-occupancy house in Germany built in 1977 of 3,200 l at € 0.50 per litre.
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NE A AND NE A SMART ROOM CONTROLLERS

Occupy
growth markets

Save up to
20% energy

Clean
installation

Mobile access
via the internet

HE ATING MANIFOLDS AND DISTRIBUTION CABINETS

REHAU DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY
Perfectly coordinated

We offer a range of heating manifolds, distribution cabinets and plenty of accessories for your heat distribution needs.
REHAU system solutions are highly sophisticated to the tiniest detail and perfectly coordinated to make
day-to-day construction work that much easier for you.
Heating manifolds
All REHAU heating manifolds can be connected to underfloor heating
pipes quickly, simply and safely using compression fittings.
Made from high-quality stainless steel, they are available for up to 12
heating circuits with or without flowmeters for blocking the individual
circuits.
Alongside the optional two-way distribution connection, REHAU
heating manifolds give you the advantage of being able to pre-assemble on brackets, saving work on site.

Distribution cabinets
With the REHAU distribution cabinets, you are prepared for any
eventuality, whether on the surface, flush, or in dry construction.
All configurations are made from premium, white-painted sheet steel.

Accessories for heating manifolds
The wide range of accessories, such as ball valves, control valves and
heat metres offer you maximum flexibility.
We can of course provide you with suitable solutions for industrial and
special applications.

r om
Qualit y f
a single
s o ur c e
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ACCESSORIES

SOPHISTICATED SYSTEM
Installation made easy

Our product range goes well beyond installation systems, pipes and connection technology. An installation
system is only perfect when the accessories are configured for all conditions and requirements. This is why
REHAU’s comprehensive range of system accessories offers installation-focused solutions that make your
day-to-day work on site easier, more economical, and more convenient.
Compression sleeve jointing technology
By using compression sleeve technology you are building on German-made quality. See for yourself how quickly, economically and
efficiently our pipe connections can be fitted.

Intelligent installation accessories
With our sophisticated and professional range of accessories, you are
perfectly equipped to meet all requirements and situations on site.

S y s t em
without
O -rings

Benefits:
- Permanently sealed and secure connection without O-rings
- Outstanding efficiency thanks to optimal hydraulic properties
- Can be used in concrete and screed
- Cost-effective use of residual lengths
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CONSTRUCTION WITH RAUTHERM S

Modern temperature control systems for heating and cooling

Up to 2
75 W/m
ng
of cooli
y
c apacit

Acoustic ceiling for heating and cooling –
Intelligent sound absorption and room temperature control
The acoustic ceiling is a special system solution for creating a
comfortable environment for room users, combining room acoustics
with thermal comfort and modern architecture.

Wall heating and cooling in both wet and dry construction
Using wall surfaces for heating and cooling opens up a range of
system solutions in the low-temperature range.

Benefits:
- High cooling capacities up to 75 W/m²
- High sound absorbing effect αw up to 0.80
- Quick installation through pre-configured ceiling elements
with pre-drilled fastening grid
- Quickly create a ceiling sail with prefabricated L-profiles made
from gypsum plasterboard

P r o ve n
PE-Xa
qualit y

Benefits:
- Flexible usage for demanding room geometries
- Wet construction suitable for a variety of plasters
- Dry construction can be combined with
15 mm standard plasterboards
- Fast reaction times when heating or cooling

RAUTHERM S pipe: A strong pipe
Heating pipes made from RAU PE-Xa feature German-made quality.
See for yourself the flexible, oxygen-tight RAUTHERM S pipes, perfect
for the construction site. The permanently sealed and O-ring-free
compression sleeve jointing system allows you to connect pipes
quickly and easily.
Benefits:
- Suitable for construction sites – processable to -10 °C
- Resistant to stress cracking
- Compression sleeve for simple and secure joints and residual
length usage
- Safe and durable
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SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

Fire
ce
resis t an
to
p
cla ss u
F12 0

Concrete core tempering and CCT near the surface – comfortable and environmentally friendly version for temperature control
in buildings
The increased need for comfort is placing high demands on today’s
innovative building services engineering. Concrete core tempering
(CCT/CCTns)is a forward-thinking heating and cooling system that
meets these high requirements.

Industrial panel heating – Cost-effective solutions for large
surfaces
From aircraft hangars to logistics centres and shop floors, industrial
panel heating combines low investment and operating costs with a
cost-effective temperature profile.

Benefits:
Benefits:
- High cooling capacity up to 92 W/m²
- Fire resistance class F120 as per DIN 4102-2 or REI 120 as
per DIN EN 13501 in combination with concrete spacers
- Prefabricated modules with integrated spacers for exposed
concrete quality

- High flexibility in room usage
- Even temperature profile in the halls
- Low maintenance
- Low flow temperatures
- Low air speeds and dust turbulence
- Low purchase and operating costs

Undersoil heating
As well as being a full-range supplier for panel heating and cooling in
both residential and non-residential construction, REHAU also
provides innovative systems solutions for special requirements, such
as pitch heating in football stadiums.
Benefits:

Fit ted
in over
diums
26 0 sta
t he
ar ound
world

- Prevents games from being called off
- Reduces the risk of injury
- For all applications: natural and artificial turf
for both stadiums and training grounds
- Perfect playing and training conditions all
year round
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ACHIEVING SUCCESS TOGETHER
You can rely on the REHAU service

Our sales specialists are there to help, wherever you are. Giving you someone
to call on at any time, either face-to-face on-site or on the telephone. Our specialists can help with both technical and commercial issues, from planning and
implementation all the way to operation.

Simple calculation
The REHAU online calculator for panel heating and cooling systems lets you create a material and cost
summary in just 5 steps. You can use the REHAU online calculator free of charge at any time at www.
rehau.de/UHC

Consultation

and planning
support

We are also on hand to assist you in the planning
stage, right from the pre-drafting and drafting
phases of your project – including
on-site familiarisation.

Sales

support

We offer professionally prepared advertising
material – customised with your logo. This helps
you save time and money. We are also happy to add
your company to our online search tool for specialist
tradespeople.
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Software
Whether for single-family homes, office or industrial
buildings, the REHAU planning and calculation
software RAUCAD offers you a professional tool for
the planning, development and tendering of heating
and sanitary work.

REHAU

ACADEMY

Take advantage of our extensive range of seminars
and webinars about our products or on topical
issues. Find out more in our seminar planner or at
www.rehau.de/akademie

SERVICE

TRIED AND TESTED IN PRACTICE
Impressive examples

Net energy-plus residential building uses
REHAU system solutions
Designs like the plus-energy building are a vision of the future.
The net energy-plus house is like a puzzle: all parts of the system
must be perfectly coordinated in order to work efficiently.

REHAU components in practice:
- Panel heating, 210 m²
- RAUGEO PE-Xa geothermal probes, 3 units per 95 m
- AWADUKTTHERMO ground-air heat exchanger

Bülow Carré with REHAU
near-surface concrete core tempering
The Bülow Carré – a unique building in the centre of Stuttgart with an
outstanding environment.
The temperature control in the building uses a sophisticated system.
REHAU components in practice:
- Near-surface concrete core tempering (CCT): 6,900 m2
- RAUTHERM S pipes, 80,000 m measuring 14 x 1.5 mm
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REFERENCES

© Münchner Grund Immobilien Bauträger GmbH

Functional living spaces
The first construction phase of the BERLIVING development provides
space for a total of 70 apartments. The modern multi-family dwelling
features an impressively varied design with sophisticated floorplans
and sustainable construction to the latest standards.

REHAU components in practice:
- RAUTHERM SPEED hook-and-loop panel heating/cooling
- RAUTHERM SPEED K pipe, 70,000 m
- RAUTHERM SPEED plus mat R, 12,000 m²

Intelligent living in the heart of Berlin
An old factory in Berlin is currently being redeveloped into one of the
city’s most modern buildings as part of the “e-home of the future”
construction and media project.
REHAU components in practice:
- RAUTHERM panel heating/cooling
- RAUTHERM S pipes, 12,000 m
- Varionova studded panel, 2,000 m2
- GENEO profile system, 200 windows
- RAUTITAN installation system, 3,000 m

© di-Vision bau-medien-projekte GmbH
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OUR PRODUCT RANGE
A quick overview

Pipes, mouldings and accessories
NEW! RAUTHERM SPEED, roll

RAUTHERM SPEED K pipe (hook-and-loop system), roll

Cable duct, roll
Compression sleeve, brass

Coupling, brass
Adaptor with ext. thread, brass
Pipe unwinder
Door spreader
Protective gloves
RAUTOOL installation tool for RAUTHERM SPEED

NEW! RAUTHERM SPEED panels (hook-and-loop
system)
RAUTHERM SPEED panel
RAUTHERM SPEED panel
RAUTHERM SPEED panel
RAUTHERM SPEED panel
RAUTHERM SPEED panel

Dimension
14 x 1,5 mm
14 x 1,5 mm
14 x 1,5 mm
16 x 1,5 mm
16 x 1,5 mm
16 x 1,5 mm
14 x 1,5 mm
14 x 1,5 mm
16 x 1,5 mm
16 x 1,5 mm
10 / 14 mm
16 / 17 mm
14 x 1,5 mm
16 x 1,5 mm
17 x 2,0 mm
14 x 1,5 mm - 14 x 1,5 mm
17 x 2,0 - 17 x 2,0 / 16 x 1,5 - 16 x 1,5
14 - R1/2
17 x 2,0 / 16 x 1,5 - R1/2
For cold laying - pipe up to 600 m
with pipe guide
Size 10
K 14 x 1,5
K 16 x 1,5

REHAU mat. no.
11602001120
11602001240
11602001600
11603001120
11603001240
11603001500
11602501240
11602501600
11604501240
11604501500
11371961050
11371401050
12460341001
13152601001
12502971002
12460241001
12502771002
12350801001
12588171002
12861511002
11040271001
11040751001
12446211001
13152381001

Packaging unit
120 m roll
240 m roll
600 m roll
120 m roll
240 m roll
500 m roll
240 m roll
600 m roll
240 m roll
500 m roll
50 m roll
50 m roll
50 pcs
50 pcs
50 pcs
10 pcs
10 pcs
10 pcs
10 pcs
  1 pc
  1 pc
  1 pc
  1 pc
  1 pc

Dimension

REHAU mat. no.

Packaging unit

25-2 mm, EPS
30-2 mm, EPS
30-3 mm, EPS
30-3 mm G, EPS
35-3 mm, EPS

13152531002
13152551002
13152561002
13160241002
13152571002

12.00 m²
12.00 m²
12.00 m²
12.00 m²
12.00 m²

REHAU mat. no.

Packaging unit

13161091002
13161101002

21.80 m²
15.00 m²

NEW! RAUTHERM SPEED plus mats (hook-and-loop Dimension
system)
RAUTHERM SPEED plus mat P
3 mm, PE, self-adhesive, panel
RAUTHERM SPEED plus mat R
3 mm, PE, self-adhesive, roll
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PRODUCT R ANGE

Varionova studded panels
Varionova studded panel
with impact noise insulation
Varionova studded panel
without impact noise insulation
Varionova studded panel 11 mm
Joining strips
Connection strips
Studded bridge
Panel holding element

Dimension
1,400 x 800 x 50, 30-2 EPS

REHAU mat. no.
12278291001

Packaging unit
11.20 m² (10 panels)

1,400 x 800 x 24, without INI

12278391001

17.92 m² (16 panels)

1400 x 800 x 31
950 x 100 x 20
950 x 200 x 20
89 x 28

12051591001
12278491001
12278591001
12392031001
12278691001

22.40 m² (20 panels)
20 pcs
20 pcs
100 pcs
20 pcs

Stapling system
Staple panel (roll-out insulation)
RAUTAC staple for heating pipe 14-17 mm
Multi stapling tool (for RAUTAC staples)

Dimension
30-2 EPS 040, DES 5.0 kN/m²
Staple magazine

REHAU mat. no.
12053131002
12402211002
12278351001

Packaging unit
12 m²
300 pcs
  1 pcs

RAUTAC 10
RAUTAC 10 pipe fixing panel
without adhesive backing
RAUTAC 10 pipe fixing panel
with all-over adhesive backing
RAUTAC pipe fixing staple

Dimension
1600 x 1200 x 10

REHAU mat. no.
12177591001

Packaging unit
19.20 m²

1600 x 1200 x 10

12177591002

19.20 m²

10-12 mm
14-17 mm
10-17 mm

12177561001
12177571001
12177581001

450 pcs
450 pcs
  1 pcs

Dimensions in mm (W x H x D)

REHAU mat. no.

Packaging unit

217 x 300 x 83
267 x 300 x 83
317 x 300 x 83
367 x 300 x 83
417 x 300 x 83
467 x 300 x 83
517 x 300 x 83
567 x 300 x 83
617 x 300 x 83
667 x 300 x 83
717 x 300 x 83

12080211003
12080311003
12080411003
12080511003
12080611003
12080711003
12080811003
12080911003
12081011003
12081111003
12081211003

1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs

Fixing tool for pipe fixing staples

Stainless-steel heating manifold
with flow meter without ball valves
HKV-D V2A 2 2 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 3 3 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 4 4 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 5 5 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 6 6 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 7 7 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 8 8 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 9 9 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 10 10 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 11 11 heating circuits
HKV-D V2A 12 12 heating circuits
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OUR PRODUCT RANGE
A quick overview

Accessories for heating manifolds
Ball valve set for HKV-D stainless steel G1
Compression fitting
with REHAU Euro cone G ¾

Dimension
G1
14 x 1.5 mm

REHAU mat. no.
12081221001
12460441001

Packaging unit
1 pcs
10 pcs

16 x 1,5 mm
17 x 2,0 mm
14 x 1.5 mm
17 x 2,0 mm / 16 x 1,5 mm

13152611001
12506071002
12278331001
12393331001

10 Stück
10 Stück
25 pcs
25 pcs

REHAU mat. no.
13474101001
13474201001
13474301001
13464101001

Packaging unit
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs

13464201001
13464301001
13464401001

1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs

NEW! Nea Smart room controller (wired)
Nea Smart basic 24 V
Nea Smart D room controller 24 V
Nea Smart remote sensor 24 V

REHAU mat. no.
13152721001
13152701001
13152751001

Packaging unit
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs

NEW! Nea Smart R room controller (wireless)
Nea Smart R basic 230 V
Nea Smart R room controller D 230 V

REHAU mat. no.
13152711001
13152681001

Packaging unit
1 pcs
1 pcs

Nea room controller
Nea H room controller 24 V
Nea H room controller 230 V
Nea HT room controller 24 V
Nea HT room controller 230 V
Nea H control manifold 24 V
Nea H control manifold 230 V
Ring core transformer 24 V
Nea automatic timer
UNI actuator 24 V
UNI actuator 230 V

REHAU mat. no.
13360241001
13362301001
13370241001
13372301001
13490241001
13492301001
13152981001
12144811001
12179161001
12179151001

Packaging unit
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs
1 pcs

Pipe bend bracket - 90°

Distribution cabinets
Distribution cabinets – Surface installation (white)

Dimension
AP-130/605
AP-130/805
AP-130/1005
Distribution cabinets – Flush installation (75 mm, white) UP-75/550
UP-75/750
UP-75/950
UP-75/1150

You can find our full product range in the REHAU price list for building services.
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The REHAU portfolio
Systems for installation professionals:
Panel heating/cooling
Drinking water installation
Radiator connection
Building drainage
Local heating
Geothermal applications
Electrical installation

The REHAU Docs app contains all relevant
documents about our systems. Whether it’s
brochures, technical information, installation
instructions or a catalogue you’re after – this
app will give you fast access at any time. For
more information and to download the app go
to:
www.rehau.de/docs-app

REHAU sales offices
DE: Berlin, +49 30 667660, berlin@rehau.com Bochum, +49 234 689030, bochum@rehau.com Frankfurt, +49 6074 40900, frankfurt@rehau.com Hamburg, +49 40 733402100,
hamburg@rehau.com L eipzig, +49 34292 820, leipzig@rehau.com N
 uremberg, +49 9131 934080, nuernberg@rehau.com S
 tuttgart, +49 7159 16010, stuttgart@rehau.com
AT: Vienna, +43 2236 24684, wien@rehau.com C
 H: Bern, +41 31 720120, bern@rehau.com V evey, +41 21 9482636, vevey@rehau.com Z urich, +41 44 8397979, zuerich@rehau.com
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